
MATHEMATICAL 
GAMES 

Dr. Matrix, like Mr. Holmes, comes 

to an untimely and mysterious end 

by Martin Gardner 

The sons of the prophet are brave 
men and bold, 

And quite unaccustomed to fear, 
But the bravest by far in the ranks 

of the Shah 
Was Abdul Abulbul Amir. 

-ANONYMOUS BALLAD 

G
ing through my files on Dr. Ir
ving Joshua Matrix, the greatest 
numerologist in the world, I find 

notes on many escapades that I have not 
yet written about in his peripatetic ca
reer. There was the year he spent in Tli
bingen as founder and director of the 
Institute of General Eclectics, a phil
osophical school maintaining that all 
metaphysical and religious systems are 
in substantial agreement. (Hans Kling 
taught there for several months.) And I 
have never told about Dr. Matrix' reviv
al in Bombay of phrenology, which he 
cleverly combined with the ancient Hin
du technique of acupuncture (a method 
quite different from that of the Chinese). 
Nor have I disclosed details about his 
notorious Parisian brothel for dogs and 
cats, where the madam was a large red
haired chow from Hong Kong, and pets 
were given free numerological readings 
on Saturdays. 

Perhaps someday I shall recount these 
odd episodes, but this month I must with 
a heavy heart speak of my visit with the 
wily old charlatan last April in Istanbul. 
I had been in Budapest attending an 
international magic convention at the 
Duna Inter-Continental Hotel, where I 
had a comfortable room with a breath-

taking view of the Danube. Dr. Matrix' 
half-Japanese daughter Iva somehow 
learned I was there, and one day while 
I was out she telephoned, leaving the 
cryptic message "Jeremiah 33: 3," fol
lowed by an Istanbul phone number. 

The Gideon Bible in my room provid
ed the verse: "Call unto me, and I will 
answer thee, and shew thee great and 
mighty things, which thou knowest not." 
Iva answered the phone when I called. 
Had I ever, she wanted to know, been to 
Istanbul? I told her I had not. She and 
her father would be there for a week, she 
said, staying at the Hilton Hotel on Tak
sim Square, on the European side of the 
ancient city, and they would be glad of 
my company. 

I flew to Istanbul early the next morn
ing, taking a room at the Santral Hotel, 
which is near the Hilton but considera
bly cheaper. When Iva came by for me 
at half-past ten, driving a rented Amer
ican car, I was surprised to find her 
clad in a traditional burka of bright or
ange that covered everything except her 
hands and feet and her dark, enigmatic 
eyes. I was to call her Fatima, she said. 
Her father was in Istanbul on a top-se
cret mission for the U.S. Government, 
the nature of which she could not dis
close. He had assumed the identity of a 
Muslim from Teheran and was using the 
name Abdul Abulbul Amir. Because he 
would not be free to meet us until late 
that afternoon she suggested that we ex
plore the city. 

We drove south down Istaklal in 
bumper-to-bumper traffic to the accom-
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paniment of wildly honking horns. Iva 
zigzagged adroitly through incompre
hensible traffic lights, navigating by 
way of the old Jewish quarter, past the 
cone-capped Galata Tower and across 
the Galata Bridge. The murky water on 
each side-the Bosporus to the east and 
the Golden Horn inlet to the west
heaved with flotsam. The stench of sew
age diminished only slightly as we 
moved deeper into Istanbul's Asian sec
tor and parked near the Great Bazaar. 

What bedlam! The rubbishy streets 
lined with tiny shops throbbed and jan
gled with swarms of people in every im
aginable mode of dress. The more tradi
tional of the women wore long coats and 
head scarfs, but some were in smart 
European clothes and a few even wore 
shorts. All of them stared at Iva in her 
burka as if she had been transported 
by time machine from the days of Ali 
Baba. As we pushed our way through 
the crowds scrawny cats darted between 
our legs, and it seemed that everywhere 
we turned there were young boys either 
shining shoes on luridly decorated boxes 
or hawking black-market Marlboro cig
arettes with shouts of "Mah-buh-ro." 
A strong scent of spices almost masked 
the smells wafting from the surround
ing waters. 

Iva paused at a table of costume jew
elry and after lengthy haggling bought 
four inexpensive trinkets at four differ
ent prices. One item, a pair of scarlet 
earrings, cost $1 in U.S. currency. When 
the young shopkeeper, pretending to be 
angry at the low settlement, added the 
four prices on his pocket calculator, I 
noticed that he hit the multiplication 
button three times instead of the addi
tion button. When I pointed this out in a 
whisper to Iva, she nodded but gave the 
man the $6.75 that showed on the calcu
lator's display. 

"Why didn't you protest?" I asked as 
we elbowed our way to another shop. 

"Because," she replied, "I added the 
prices in my head and they came to the 
same amount." 

I did some scribbling on the back of 
an envelope. "By the beard of the proph
et!" I said. "You're right!" 

Even more surprising, I later discov
ered that only one set of four different 
prices that incl udes $1 has $6.75 as both 
its product and its sum. Next month I 
shall give the solution to this pleasant 
little problem in Diophantine analysis. 

We lunched at the Havuzlu restau
rant, near the post office, and for the 
next four hours Iva took me around the 
city. We visited the Blue Mosque and 
the Topkapi Palace. We drove past the 
old Byzantine walls west of the city. It 
was distressing to see how many of the 
beautiful mosques are decaying. Some 
are used now for storing soft drinks; 
others house squatters. Once-elegant 
mosaic walls are pockmarked with 
gaps where the tiles have fallen. Even 
the domes and spires are stained brown 
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from pollution, and it was difficult to see 
them through the thick daytime haze. 

When we finally arrived at the Hilton, 
Dr. Matrix was in his suite waiting for 
us, wearing a striped blue suit with a 
small emerald crescent in his lapel. His 
hair was closely cropped. I assumed that 
his gray beard and mustache were au
thentic, but his piercing green eyes had 
been turned black by contact lenses. 

"You've not been in Afghanistan, I 
perceive," he said as we shook hands. 

"No, thank Allah," I said with a smile, 
recognizing Dr. Matrix' parody of Sher
lock Holmes's first remark to Watson. 
"How on earth did you know that? " 

Dr. Matrix shrugged. "My daughter 
keeps good track of you." 

Iva excused herself to change to less 
cumbersome attire, and Dr. Matrix and 
I seated ourselves in the bedroom he was 
also using as an office. On his desk was a 
large ivory cube that had been sliced in 
two places and hinged so that it opened 
to form three four-sided skew pyramids, 
each with a square base (as is shown in 
the illustration on the opposite page). 

"The three pyramids are congruent," 
said Dr. Matrix. "If the square base has 
a side of 1, two adjacent faces are isosce
les right triangles with sides of 1 and a 
hypotenuse that is 'IlL. The other two 
sides are scalene right triangles with 
sides of 1 and v'2 and a hypotenuse that 
is v5. The pyramids are easy to make 
with cardboard, but you would be sur
prised how many people have trouble 
putting them together to form a cube. 
The dissection goes back to ancient 
China. The pyramids were called yang
mas. You might ask your readers if 
they can discover a completely differ
ent way to cut a cube into three identi
cal solid forms." 

Dr. Matrix picked up the hinged yang
mas and folded them back until their 
square bases were mutually perpendicu
lar. "Fit eight of these triplets over the 
eight corners of a cube of side 2," he 
continued, "and you create a rhombic 
dodecahedron. This construction pro
vides an easy way to calculate the vol
ume of such a solid. If the central cube 
has a side of 2, the rhombic dodecahe
dron has a volume of 8 + (2413), or 16. 
Moreover, if you make four identical 
yangmas, they will fit together to form a 
pyramid that resembles the Great Pyra
mid of Egypt, with a 2-by-2 square base 
and four congruent isosceles triangles as 
sides." 

The skeleton of a rhombic dodecahe
dron with its 12 identical diamond faces 
is shown at the bottom of the illustra
tion on this page. The unfolded pyramid 
that can be made with four yang mas is 
shown at the top left in the illustration, 
and a fascinating toy can be created by 
gluing six of these pyramids at their 
bases to six square cells marked on a 
cross made of tape as is shown at the 
top right. Paint the bottom of the tape 
red and the sides of the pyramids blue. 
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Plalls (top) for a toy that forms bOlh a rhombic dodecahedroll (bottom) alld a cube 

Folding the pyramids inward creates a 
solid red cube. Folding them outward, 
on the other hand, creates a blue rhom
bic dodecahedron with a cubic interior 
hole. With two such models it is pos
sible to display a blue rhombic dodeca
hedron, remove its "shell" to disclose 
an interior red cube and fold the shell 
to make another red cube of the same 
size. Each cube can then be opened 
into two identical blue rhombic dodeca
hedrons. 

Each corner of Dr. Matrix' ivory cube 
was marked with a different digit from 
the set 0, 1, 2,3,4,5, 6,7. Tl"\e digits were 
cleverly placed, he told me, so that the 
sum of the two digits at the ends of each 
edge would be a prime number. (The 
primes are not necessarily different.) 
Can the reader find the only arrange
ment of the eight digits with this proper
ty before I give it next month? 

"By the way," said Dr. Matrix as I 
jotted down the cube's number pat
tern, "are you aware that every cube 

has a volume equal to its surface area? " 
He seemed mildly amused by the 

astonishment on my face. "Take any 
cube," he said, "and divide its edge into 
six eq ual parts. Call each part a hexling. 
A face obviously has an area of 36 
square hexlings, and so since there are 
six faces, the total area is 6 X 36, or 216, 
square hexlings. The volume is of course 
63, or 216, cubic hexlings. In the same 
way you can show that the area of any 
square is equal to its perimeter by di
viding the side of the square into four 
equal quadlings. The paradox is related 
to a confusing proof that the surface-to
volume ratios of a sphere and a cube 
are the same." 

"But isn't it well known that of all 
solids the sphere has the smallest such 
ratio? That's the reason soap bubbles 
are spherical." 

"That's true," said Dr. Matrix, "but 
hear me out." He explained the "proof" 
as follows. If d is the diameter of a 
sphere, its surface is 7Td2 and its volume 
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is 1/61Td3. The surface-to-volume ratio, 
then, reduces to 61 d. Now let d be the 
edge of a cube. Here the surface-to-vol
ume ratio is 6d21 d3, which also reduces 
to 61 d. Obviously something is wrong, 
but what is it? 

"Enough of geometry," I said, my 
head spinning. "Have you encountered 
any number oddities since you came to 
Istanbul? " 

Instead of replying, Dr. Matrix tossed 
over to me a 60-page booklet in English 
titled Number 19: A Numerical Miracle in 
the Koran. I later discovered that the au
thor of this monograph, Rashad Khali
fa, is an Egyptian who received a doc
torate in biochemistry from an Ameri
can university, where he also taught 
for a time. His booklet was published 
privately in the u.s. in 1972. 

The number 19, Dr. Matrix point
ed out, is as inscrutable to Muslims 
as 666, the Number of the Beast, is to 
Christians. Verses 27 through 31 of Sura 
74 in the Koran tell how hell is guarded 
by 19 angels and explain that this num
ber is intended to be an enigma for un
believers. Dr. Khalifa's monograph at
tempts to show that 19 appears through
out the Koran too often to be there by 
chance. The number of suras in the Ko
ran is 114, a multiple of 19. A famous 
verse called the Basmala ("In the name 
of Allah, most gracious, most merci
ful"), which opens every sura but one, 
has 19 letters. Its first word (ism) appears 
19 times in the Koran. The second word 
(Allah) is found 2,698, or 142 X 19, 
times. The number of times the third 
word (ai-Rahman) appears is 57, which 
is also a multiple of 19, as is the number 

FINAL POSITION 

RED 
1. 12-16 
2. 16-20 
3. 11-15 
4. 9-14 
5. 14-18 
6. 5-9 
7. 9-14 
8. 6-9 
9. 9-13 

10. 7-11 
11. 11-16 

WHITE 
22-17 
23-19 
19-16 
16-12 
26-22 
31-26 
26-23 
23-19 
30-26 
26-23 

The shorleslllo-capture checkers game kllowlI 
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of times the fourth word (al-Raheem) 
appears, 114. 

"It's an ingenious study of the Ko
ran," said Dr. Matrix, "but it could have 
been more impressive if Khalifa had 
consulted me before he wrote it. Nine
teen is an unusual prime. For example, 
it's the sum of the first powers of 9 and 
10 and the difference between the sec
ond powers of 9 and 10. Do you know 
what an emirp is? " 

I shook my head. 
"Well, emirp is prime backward, and 

it's the name my friend Jeremiah P. Far
rell uses for any prime that is not a palin
drome but that yields a different prime 
when its digits are reversed. For exam
ple, the last emirpal year was 1949, and 
the next will be 3011. Unfortunately 
both dates include duplicate digits, and 
to a numerologist emirps in which no 
two digits are alike are far more interest
ing. I call those numbers no-rep emirps, 
and their sequence is 13, 17,31,37, 71, 
73, 79, 97, 107 . . . .  No one knows if the 
set of no-rep emirps is infinite. In fact, 
no one knows if there is a highest emirp 
or a highest palindromic prime." 

"Is there any connection between 
emirps and Istanbul? " I asked. 

"I'm coming to that," Dr. Matrix said. 
"As you know, Istanbul was once the 
great city of Constantinople. Its name 
was changed to Istanbul in 1930. Note 
the 19 and the 30. Nineteen is the myste
rious Koran prime, and 30 is the largest 
integer n with the property that every 
smaller integer relatively prime to II is 
itself a prime. As you know, two integers 
are relatively prime if they have no com
mon divisors, and Paul Erdos recently 
showed that 70 is the largest integer such 
that any smaller integer relatively prime 
to it is either a prime or a power of 
a prime." (See "A Property of 70," by 
Paul Erdos, in Mathematics Magazine. 
Vol. 51, No. 4, pages 238-240; Septem
ber, 1978.) 

"But I digress too far," Dr. Matrix 
said. "The most important date in the 
history of Constantinople is of course 
1453, the year the city was conquered by 
the Turks. Now, 1,453 is not merely an 
emirp but also a "no-rep emirp. Observe 
too that its digits add up to 13, which is 
the smallest emirp." 

"Have there been many no-rep-emirp 
years since 1453? " 

"There have been 11. The last was 
1879 and the next will be 3019," Dr. 
Matrix said. "My good friend Leslie E. 
Card is the world authority on emirps, 
which he calls reversible primes. It's 
easy to determine that there are four 
pairs of two-digit emirps and 13 pairs of 
three-digit emirps. Card teBs me there 
are 102 four-digit pairs and 684 five
digit pairs. He has a computer listing of 
all the no-rep emirps under 10,000,000. 
The breakdown by pairs is four with 
two digits, II with three, 42 with four, 
193 with five, 612 with six and 1,790 
with seven." 

Card also discovered, Dr. Matrix told 
me, that only one six-digit emirp is cy
clic, in the sense that if the first digit in 
the number is shifted repeatedly to the 
other end, each of the resulting permu
tations is an emirp. This unique num
ber is 193,939. In other words, if this 
number is written with its digits in a cir
cle, one can begin at any digit and go 
around in either direction to get a six
digit prime. The only cyclic emirp with 
five digits is 11,939. There are no cyclic 
emirps with three, four or seven digits. 

Card has entertained himself, Dr. Ma
trix said, by constructing emirp squares 
of digits with th'e property that every 
row, column and main diagonal is a dif
ferent emirp. Thus a square of n-by-n 
digits would contain 4(n + I) distinct 
primes. There is no such square of order 
2 or 3. Examples for orders 4 and 5 are 
as follows: 

9 1 3 3  
1 5 8 3  
7 5 2 9 
3 9 I 1 

1 3 9 3 3 
1 3 4 5 7 
7 6 4 0 3 
7 4 8 9 7 
7 I 3 9 9 

There are many other order-5 squares, 
but the order-4 square is truly extraordi
nary: ignoring rotations and reflections, 
it is the only possible sq uare of this type. 

Can similar squares be made with no
rep emirps? No, because all primes ex
cept 2 and 5 end in 1, 3, 7 or 9: only those 
four digits can border an emirp square, 
and so if the square is of an order higher 
than 4, no outside prime will be free of 
repetitions. 

I wish I had space for more of Dr. 
Matrix' comments about primes. He 
also pointed out that the squares of the 
first seven primes add up to 666, and 
he mentioned the even more astounding 
fact that if the English names for primes 
are alphabetized, the first number on the 
list is 8,018,018,851. Is the last prime on 
this list also determinable? Dr. Matrix 
thought it was, but he suggested that a 
computer would be needed to find it. 

At this point Iva, now dressed in gray 
silk pants and a yellow blouse, came in 
with a tray holding three martinis. We 
chatted about nonmathematical topics 
until the towers and domes of Istanbul 
became black silhouettes against a flam
ing gold-red sky. It was a vision straight 
out of The Arabian Nights. Sunsets, Iva 
pointed out, were the only admira
ble by-product of the city's dirty air. 
Through the open windows floated the 
wailing of a muezzin,. his call to twilight 
prayer amplified by loudspeakers as he 
stood on a minaret not far away. (Mo
hammed disliked bells. ) Dr. Matrix un
rolled an intricately tessellated prayer 
rug and placed it on the floor with the 
point in its pattern directed southeast. 
After removing his shoes he recited the 
Fatiha. the Koran'S first sura, in a loud 
voice and knelt on the rug and pros
trated himself toward Mecca while Iva 
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P RESE NTING AMERICA'S LO WEST- PRICED, 
B EST  MI LEAGE 4 WD  CARS. 

IN HATCHBACK. AND NO BACK. 
T he Subaru Hatchback and Brat® 
can both take quite a load off your 
back, 

And both can really ease the 
burden on your monthly budget. 
To take home. And to feed. 

Yet both 
include such 
ni c e  e x t r a  
t o u c h e s  a s  
power assist 
f r o n t  di s c  
brakes , elec

tronic ignition, and adjustable sus-

pension for extra road clearance. 

FRONT TO 4-WHEEL DRIVE 
ATIHE FUCK OF A LEVER. 

With either one, you don't have to 
stop just because the road does. 
Flick a lever, and you're in 4-wheel 
drive. Which is also great even 
when the road ahead is good, but 
the weather isn't. More traction 
means more peace of mind. 

IMMEDIA'n DELIVERY. 
NO WAITING. 

You can start saving on the low 

sticker price and high mileage im
mediately. In fact, you can have 
one in days and hours. Not months 
and months. 

Consider all the advantages: 
You get the practicality of 4WD for 
practically nothing. Plus the ability 
to take you over all the rough 
spots. At the end of the road. And 
the end of the month. 

SUB ARU� 
IN EXPENSIVE.AND BUILT 

TO STAY THAT WAY. 

'Total suggested POE -not including dealer prep, inland transportation, state and local taxes, license and title fees, distributor or dealer installed options or accessories. 
California price is higher. Certain items shown optional at extra cost. 

"Use estimated MPG for comporisons. Your mileage may differ depending on driving speed, weather conditions and trip length. Actual highway mileage will probably 
be less than highway estimate. Actual city mileage will be less in heavy traffic. California estimates lower. © Suqaru of America, Inc. 1980. 
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August Sebastiani 
1913-1980 

With the grape harvest upon us, it 

seems a fitting time to reflect upon 

my father, for this was his favorite 

time of the year. 

To him, the harvest meant more 

than gathering the fruit of his labor. 

It wasn't the end of the growing 

season, but th beginning of a new 

vintage, filled with the promise of 

the future. I've no doubt it was this 

positive philosophy that made him 

the man he was. 

During the last several months of 

his life, when he was quite ill, I spent 

time with him each day at his home 

on the hill above the winery. What 

amazed me - and inspired me - was 

that, even as his time was coming to a 

close, he saw only the future. The 

winery founded by his father and 

passed down to him would now pass 

to a new generation of Sebastianis. 

The family tradition was continuing 

and that gave him great peace of 

mind. 

August Sebastiani was a great 

winemaker, but I remember him 

mostly as a good, honest man who 

loved his life and lived it well. 

Sam). Sebas(iani 

�/�..c;;;;.. 
Sebastiani 

VINEYARDS 
EST. 1825 

P.O. Box AA Sonoma CA 95476 

sat sipping her martini with a bemused 
smile. 

I spent several delightful days in Is
tanbul, and when I left, I fancied I could 
see tears in Dr. Matrix' eyes. Did he 
have a premonition about his kismet? 
His last words to me were "Gulegule, 
Mashalla Hanim effendi": "Good luck 
and Allah bless you." 

"Salaam," said Iva. 
Three weeks later, back in New York, 

I was shattered by a story in The New 
York Times. It was datelined Bucharest. 

A Muslim known as Abdul Abulbul 
Amir, said to have been on a secret mis
sion for the CIA, had met in Bucharest 
with a Russian agent, Ivan Skavinsky 
Skavar. The two had gone to a desolate 
spot on the delta of the Danube, out
side the Ukrainian city of Izmail near 
the Romanian border. What happened 
there was unclear. Apparently the two 
men had fired revolvers simultaneously 
and both had died instantly. A peasant 
who witnessed the scene from a nearby 
hilltop reported hearing the taller man 
cry "Allah Akbar!" as he fell. 

A few words may suffice to tell the 
little that remains. Amir's only surviv
ing relative, a daughter named Fatima, 
had arranged for her father's burial 
in a tomb on the bank of the Danube 
near the spot where he had died. It was 
rumored, said the Times, that a group 
of Russians had taken Skavar's body 
aboard a ship and disposed of it in the 
Black Sea. No doubt I will learn more 
details if and when I see Iva again. With 
these sad words I close my final account 
of him whom I shall ever regard as the 
strangest and the wisest man I have ever 
known. 

Here is how Ross Honsberger, who 
wrote last month's column, an

swers the three exercises given in his dis
cussion of the pigeonhole principle: 

1. To show that one of the line seg
ments connecting five lattice points 
must pass through some lattice point in 
the coordinate plane, note that there are 
four "parity" classes for the coordinates 
of a lattice point: odd, odd; odd, even; 
even, odd, and even, even. On the pi
geonhole principle some two of five 
lattice points, say (Xl> Yl) and (X2' Y2), 
must belong to the same class. This im
plies that Xl + X2 and Yl + Y2 are both 
even numbers, making the midpoint of 
the segment joining the points, namely 
[(Xl + X2)!2, (Yl + Y2)!2], a lattice point. 

2. To prove that six circles arranged in 
the plane so that none of them contains 
the center of another cannot have a 
point in common, assume the converse 
is true, namely, that there is a point 0 
common to six such circles. Now sup
pose 0 is joined to each of the six cen
ters. No two centers can be colinear with 
o because no circle contains the center 
of another circle and all the circles con
tain O. Therefore the six lines all fan out 
from 0. Let OA and OB be consecutive 

segments in the fan. Since 0 belongs to 
each circle, the segments OA and OB are 
not larger than the radii of the circles in 
which they lie. But since neither circle 
contains the other center, AB must be 
larger than either of these radii. Thus 
AB is longer than the other two sides of 
triangle AOB, which implies that angle 
AOB opposite AB is larger than either 
of the other angles in the triangle. Hence 
angle AOB must exceed 60 degrees. If 
this is so, however, there is not room in 
the 360-degree sweep around 0 for six 
angles such as AOB, which establishes 
the conclusion by contradiction. 

3. To prove that in any row of mn + 1 
distinct real numbers there is either an 
increasing sub-sequence of length m + 1 
or a decreasing sub-sequence of length 
n + 1 let "coordinates" (x, y) be assigned 
as in example 7 given last month. Thc 
conclusion holds either if X is greater 
than m or if y is greater than n. Now, 
when x is less than or equal to m and Y is 
less than or equal to n, there are only mil 
different pairs (x, y). On the pigeonhole 
principle two of the pairs assigned to the 
mn + 1 numbers in the row must be the 
same, and as was shown last month a 
contradiction follows. 

T ast June I reported that Alan Beck
L erson, a London expert on check
ers problems, had found 28 final posi
tions for a 24-move game in which no 
«heckers are captured. For more than 
half a century the minimum number 
of moves for a no-capture game was 
thought to be 24, but that is not the case. 
Beckerson has now found several no
capture games that end after the 21 st 
move. One such game is shown in the 
illustration on page 22. 

For the material discussed this month I 
am indebted to many sources. The 

problem of the four prices is given in 
Crux Mathematicorum (Vol. 4, No. 4, 
pages 164-167; June, 1978). For the dis
sections of the cube see Mathematical 
Models, by H. Martyn Cundy and A. P. 
Rollett (Oxford University Press, sec
ond edition, 196 1, page 122), and letters 
in The Mathematical Gazette (Vol. 57, 
No. 399, pages 66-67, February, 1973, 
and Vol. 57, No. 40 1, page 2 11, Octo
ber, 1973). The problem of the numbers 
on the cube is from a personal letter 
from ·Garry Goodman, and the paradox 
of the cube's surface area and volume 
was sent in by Harlan L. Umansky. 

Lam Garvin of the sheikhdom of Qa
tar called Khalifa's booklet to my atten
tion by sending in clippings about it 
from this year's January 13 and Janu
ary 20 issues of the weekly Gulf Times, 
which is published in Doha, the capital 
city. The 666 curiosity is a recent discov
ery made by Elvin J. Lee. The prime
alphabetization tasks are from Edward 
R. Wolpow's article "Alphabetizing the 
Integers," in Word Ways (Vol. 13, No. 
I, pages 55-56; February, 1980). 
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